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AN EXAMPLE RELEVANT TO CURVATURE
PINCHING THEOREMS FOR RIEMANNIAN FOLIATIONS

JAMES J. HEBDA

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. We describe a one-parameter family of codimension-2 Rieman-

nian foliations of S3 which are not transversely homogeneous. The example

shows that the comparison theorem for Riemannian foliations of Kamber-Ruh-

Tondeur [4] fails without an additional hypothesis.

Introduction

For each positive real number r > 0, we will describe a smooth codimension-

2 foliation 5r of the 3-dimensional sphere S3. These foliations have the fol-

lowing properties:

( 1 ) The canonical metric on S3 is bundle-like for $r for every r > 0 .

(2) The basic Riemannian sectional curvature of g> converges to constant

curvature 4 as r —* 1. In fact, the convergence is in the C°°-topology

of smooth functions on the sphere S3.

(3) The mean curvature form Kr of £r is basic for all r > 0 . Furthermore,

Kr converges to the zero-form in the C°°-topology of 1-forms on S3 .

(4) If r ^ 1, then $r is not a transversely homogeneous foliation.

This family of foliations is significant in providing a counterexample to the

comparision theorem for Riemannian foliations of Kamber-Ruh-Tondeur [4].

In the main theorem of [4] the assumption U\K finite, i.e., K semisimple,

should be added (see Erratum to [4]).

1. Notation

Although we work exclusively with smooth (C°°) manifolds and foliations

(which means we deal with real variables), certain formulas and calculations

are simpler and more concise when expressed using complex numbers. It is

convenient to identify the 4-dimensional real Euclidean space R4 with the 2-

dimensional complex vector space C2 in such a way that (x\, x-i, X3, X4) £ R4

is identified with (z, w) £ C2 where z — x\ + ixi and w = X3 + ÍX4 . By means
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of these identifications, the unit 3-sphere becomes

S  = {(xi, X2, x-}, X4) : xx + x2 + x3 -t- x4 = 1}

= {(z,u;):|z|2 + M2 = l}.

2. Definition and description of S,

Let r > 0. Define the 1-parameter gorup yr, t £ R, of isometries of S3 by

means of the equation

y\(z, w) = (e'r'z, e"w),

for t £ R, (z, w) £ S3. This 1-parameter group generates a nowhere vanishing

Killing vector field

z(z,w) - (irz » iw) = (~rx2 , rxi, -x4 , x3)

on S3.

The 1-dimensional foliation tangent to Zr will be denoted 3V . The leaves of

3r are the orbits of a group of isometries. As such, the canonical Riemannian

metric on S3 is bundle-like for 5r, and the mean curvature form Kr of 3V is

basic [5].
Observe that the sets Ts = {(z, w) £ S3 : \z\ = s} for 0 < s < 1 are invariant

under the 1-parameter group y\ for every r. The two sets T0 and T\ form

a pair of linked circles in S3. They are both closed leaves of the foliation $r

for every r. For each 0 < 5 < 1, the set Ts is a "Clifford torus" which can be

parameterized as a torus by the immersion

(x,y)£ R2/2nZ2 *-* (eiy, \/l-s2eix) £ Ts.

Thus, for each r > 0, $r\Ts is a "linear flow of slope r on a torus," when

0 < s < 1 . The structure of $r should now be obvious. ( 1 ) If r = 1 , then the

leaves of 5r are the fibers of the Hopf fibration. (2) If r ^ 1 and r is rational,

then every leaf of SV is closed, and the leaves of 5r provide a Seifert fibering of

S3 with two exceptional leaves, namely Tq and T\. (3) If r is irrational, then

Sr has exactly two closed leaves, and every other leaf is dense in the Clifford

torus containing it.

This description shows that for r / 1 , 5, is not a transversely homogeneous

foliation, because such a foliation would fiber S3 as a locally trivial bundle [1].
Clearly, only Ji  is a locally trivial bundle.

3. Curvature calculations

To facilitate the computation of the basic Riemannian sectional curvature,

define vector fields on S3 by

^.^(M2*. -\tfw) = (M2*i, M2*2, -|z|2*3, -\z\2x*)

and
Y(z,w = (i\w\2z, -ir\z\2w)

= (-|iu|2.X2, \w\2Xi, r|z|2x4, -r|z|2X3)

for (z, w) £ S3 . Then clearly Xr, Yr, Zr form a mutually orthogonal set of

tangent vectors on S3. Hence x" = Xr/\\Xr\\, Yr = Yr/\\Yr\\, Z~r = Zr/\\Zr\\

forms a global orthonormal frame on S3 with Z   tangent to $r.
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The norms of these vector fields satisfy ||Xrz w)\\2 = |z|2|k;|2, \\Y{Z w)\\2 —

|z|2MV|z|2 + M2), and \\Z(2W)\\2 = r2|z|2 + \w\2.

Since 3r has codimension 2, we can regard the basic Riemannian sectional

curvature of 3V as a real-valued function Kr defined on S3 which is constant

along the leaves of $r.

Proposition 1. Kr(z, w) = 1 + 3r2/(r2|z|2 + |u;|2) for (z, w) £ S3. Hence

Kr —> 4 as r —> 1. In fact, the convergence is in the C°°-topology of smooth

functions on S3.

Proof. The basic sectional curvature of a Riemannian foliation with base-like

metric can be computed from O'Neill's formula for curvature in a Riemannian

submersion [2]. This gives in our case,

Kr(z,w) = Ks>(X[z,w) AY[zM) + \\\[Xr,T]v(zM\\2,

where the first term equals 1 since it denotes the sectional curvature in S*3 of

the 2-plane spanned by X and Y , and the second term involves the vertical

component, i.e., the component tangent to 3r, of the Lie bracket of X and

Y . This term is easily computed from the following formulas:

(i) [Xr,Yr]v = ||Xf||'||yr||[Xf, Y4]v since both Xr and Yr are horizontal,

i.e., perpendicular to 3>.

(ii) \\[Xr, Yr]v\\2 = (([Xr, Yr],Z))2 since the vertical component of any

vector is a multiple of the unit vector Z .

(iii) [Xr, Yr](ZtW) — -2|z|2|u;|2(-X2, X\, -rx4, rx3) by direct calculation.

Thus, using these formulas and the expressions for the norms of Xr, Yr,

and Zr, we obtain

_    _ 111 Ar2
\\[X   , Y fil2 =  ||;r,||2||yr||2||Zr||2«[*r' Y'h Zr))2 =  (r2|rp + |UJ|2)2-

The desired formula for Kr is immediate.

The statements concerning the convergence of Kr are trivial.   Q.E.D.

To compute the mean curvature form of 5r, first let co\, co2, co3 denote

the dual basis of 1 -forms on S3 to the vector fields X , Y , Z .

Proposition 2.

_ (l-r2)\z\\w\   r
Kr(z,w)~   r2\z\2 + \w\2aHz.wy

Thus Kr —> 0 as r —> 1 in the C°°-topology ofl-forms on S3.

Proof. The mean curvature 1-form of 5r is characterized by

KAxr) = j^-2((xr,vZrZ')),

Kr(Yr) = ^2((Yr,VZrZr)),

Kr(Zr) = 0,
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where V denotes the Levi-Civita connection in S3. Now VZrZr is the orthog-

onal projection of the vector

Vz,Zr = z¡ZryUz, w)\l=0 = (-r2z, -w)

onto the tangent space S3, where V denotes the Levi-Civita connection in R4.

Thus, by direct calculation,

((T, Vz'Z')) = ((Xr,VZrZr)) = (1 -r2)|z|M

and
((Yr,VZrZr))   =   ((Yr,\7ZrZr))=0,

from which the result is immediate.   Q.E.D.

4. A basic Cartan connection for $r.

We next formulate the preceding results in the setting of [4]. We will show

how to associate to &•, a basic Cartan connection of type SO(3)/ SO(2) = S2

in the bundle of normal oriented orthonormal frames for g>.

Let pr: Pr —► S3 be the normal oriented orthonormal frame bundle of 5>.

Then Pr is a trivial SO(2)-bundle over S3. Let cf>r be the basic Levi-Civita

connection form for the transverse Riemannian structure for $r. Thus

<t>r =

is an so(2)-valued 1-form on Pr. Let

o
o

01
o2

<&r

CO,

be the basic canonical i?2-valued 1-form on Pr. Note that the basic Riemannian

curvature 2-form on Pr is given by

o (KT o Pr)dl A e2'

-(Kropr)6l A 0} o

where Kr is the curvature function in Proposition 1.

Define a basic so(3)-valued 1-form cor by

o      tf>i    iey
-tp\        0       2d2

-2dxr    -2Ö2      0

Then cor is a basic Cartan connection in Pr for g> of type SO(3)/SO(2) = S2.

A straightforward computation of its curvature 2-form produces

0 (Kr oPr - 4)6lr A 02   0'

Qr=    -(kr°pr-4)6xr Ad2 0 0

0 0 0

Consequently, by Propositions 1 and 2, we have ||Qr||loo —> 0 and ||/cr||ij0O —>

0 as r —y I .
Now, the main theorem of [4] would imply that there exists a constant A

such that if ||Qr||i,oo + ll^rlli,oo < A then $r is a tranversely homogeneous
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foliation of type SO(3)/ SO(2). (The constant A depends only on the Lie

algebra so(3) and the curvature of S3 and hence is independent of r.) Thus

we would have that 3> is transversely homogeneous for all r sufficiently close

to 1, which contradicts assertion (4) in the introduction.

An earlier version of this comparison theorem was proved under the stronger

hypothesis that the basic mean curvature form vanishes. This weaker theorem

[3] is unaffected by the present examples. However, the hypothesis niK finite,

i.e., K semisimple, must be added to the main theorem of [4].
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